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Characteristically free quasi-automata 
B y I . BABCSÄNYI 
In [2], [3] and [4] we dealt with the cyclic state-independent, well-generated 
group-type and reversible state-independent quasi-automata, respectively. In this 
paper we investigate a more gênerai class of quasi-automata : the characteristically 
free quasi-automata. For the notions and notations which are not defined here we 
refer the reader to [3] and [7]. 
1. General preliminaries / 
The /1-sub-quasi-automaton A1~(A1, F, dj) of the quasi-automaton A = ( A , F, 8) 
is the kernel of A if 
Avidia, f)\a^A,feF). (1) 
A is well-generated if A=A1. In [3] and [4] the well-generated quasi-automaton is 
called simply generated quasi-automaton. FA (or simply F) denotes the characteristic 
semigroup of A, and f A (or / ) is the element of FA represented by / ( € F). 
The well-generated quasi-automaton A — (A, F, 5) is said to be characteristically 
free if there exists a generating system G of A such that 
5{a,f)=,8{b,g)=>a = b, J= g(a,b£G; f , g£F). (2) 
G is called a characteristically free generating system of A, and its elements are 
called characteristically free generating elements of A. 
We note that every characteristically free generating system is minimal. 
Theorem 1. The quasi-automaton A —(A, F,6) is characteristically free if and 
only if A is a direct sum of isomorphic characteristically free cyclic quasi-automata. 
Proof. It can easily be seen that the subsets Ab = (S (b,f )\fdF) (b£G) of A 
form a partition on A, where G is a characteristically free generating system of A. 
Quasi-automata A b = ( A b , F , 8 b ) (b£G) are characteristically free cyclic quasi-
automata. LetJ»!, b2 (€G) be arbitrary generating elements. The mapping 
<P 6 l ,> 2 :<5 ( i> i , /W0>2 , / ) ( f € F ) (3) 
is an isomorphism of A6l onto A,,2. 
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Conversely, it is clear that the direct sum of isomorphic characteristically free 
cyclic quasi-automata is characteristically free. 
Theorems 1. and 2. are equivalent for A-finite well-generated quasi-automata. 
Theorem 2. The A-finite well-generated quasi-automaton A —(A, F, d) is charac-
teristically free if and only if there exists a generating system G of A such that 
\A\ = \G\-0(F). 
(In this case G is a characteristically free generating system.) 
Proof Let G be a generating system of the ^-finite well-generated quasi-
automaton A = (A,F,d) such that 
\A\ = \G\-0(F). 
Since \Ab\^0(F) (b£G) and A= 1J Ab therefore . 





This means that Ab (b£G) form'a partition on A and \Ab\=0(F).\l is evident that 
the mapping/—¿(¿?,/) ( f £ F ) is one-to-one. Therefore, the quasi-automata Ab (b£G) 
are characteristically free, cyclic, and for every pair b1,b2(£G), Ahl~ Ab2. By 
Theorem 1, the quasi-automaton A = (A,F,S) is characteristically free, and G is 
a characteristically free generating system of A. 
The necessity of this theorem follows from Theorem 1. 
Lemma 1 . ( I . BABCSANYI [3] .) Arbitrary two minimal generating systems of 
a well-generated quasi-automaton have the same cardinality. 
Corollary 1 and 2 follow immadeately from Theorem 2 and Lemma 1. 
Corollary 1. The A-finite cyclic quasi-automaton A = (A,F,6) is character-
istically free if and only if\A\ = 0 (F). 
The necessity of Corollary 1 is true for infinite quasi-automata; thus we get 
the following result: 
Theorem 3. If the cyclic quasi-automaton A = (A, F, 8) is characteristically 
free then \A\ = 0(F). 
It should be noted that the converse of Theorem 3 does not hold. Indeed, in 
Example 1 for the quasi-automaton A = (A, F1(X), 5) we show that \A\ = 0(F1(X)), 
but A is not characteristically free. 
Example 1. A = (i; 2; 3;...), X=(x,y), 
S(\,x) = 2, 5(Uy)=l, 5(i,x) = 8(i,y) = i+1 (i = 2 ,3 , . . . ) . 
It can be seen that F1(X) = (yixJ \ i,j=0, 1, 2, ...). (We note that is the 
empty word.) 
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Corollary 2. Every minimal generating system of an A-finite characteristically 
free quasi-automaton is,.characteristically free. 
In the following example it is shown that Corollary 2 does not hold for infinite 
quasi-automata. \ 
Example 2. Let N be the set of natural numbers, A =NX N and X=(x,y). 
The definition of next state function S is the following: 
<5(0,1),*) = 0 ,2 ) , .. . ' . , , . ' / . ' V 
<5((i, 2), x) = <5((i, 4), x) = (i, 3), 
S{(i, 2j+1), x) = S((i, 2J + 4), x) = (i, 2j + 3j, 
¿ ( ( / , ! ) , > • ) - ( / - 1 , 1 ) , . 
S((i,2),y) = S((i,4),y) = (i,l), 
S ((i, 2j + 1 ),y) = S ((¿, 2 j + 4), y) = (i, 2j + 2) (i, j = 1,2,3,...). 
The quasi-automaton A = (A, F(X), S) is cyclic. <(1,,/')) (j= 1, 2, 3, ..,) are minimal 
generating systems, but only <(1, 1)) is characteristically free. 
Lemma 2. The characteristic semigroup of every characteristically free quasi-
automaton has a left identity element. 
Proof. Let G be a characteristically free generating system of the quasi-auto-
maton A = (A, F, d) and b£G. There exists an eCF such that d(b, e)=b. Thus , 
- V f [ S ( b , f ) = ¿(8(b, e ) , f ) = S(b, ef)], 
f<LF 
that is, ' 
V / [ / = ef]-
f i F 
Theorem 4. Let a0 be a characteristically free generating element of the cyclic 
quasi-automaton A = (A,F,S). 8(a0,h) (h£F) is a characteristically free generating 
element of A if and only, if there exists a k^F such that 3 (an, hk) = a0 and kh is a left 
identity element of F. 
Proof. Let_a0 be a characteristically free generating element of A, S (a0, hk)=a0 
(It, k£F) and Jch a left identity element of F. Furthermore, for f g(CF), let, 
S(a0, hf ) = (5(<5(a0, h)J) = d(S(a0, h)i g) = d(a0, hg). 
Since a0 is a characteristically free generating element, thus, 
hf = hg, 
that is, 
/ = khf = khg = g . 
This means that S(a0,h) is a characteristically free generating element of A. 
Conversely, let 5(a0, h) (h £ F) be a characteristically free generating element'of A. 
There exists a k£F such that a0 = d(a0, hk). Now l e t / P F be arbitrary. By Lemma 2, 
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Mi is a left identity element of F. Therefore 
S(S(a0, h ) , f ) = S(a0, h f ) = S(a0, hkhf) = 3(S(a0, h), khf), 
that is, 
It is clear that every well-generated state-independent quasi-automaton is 
characteristically free. The converse of this statement does not hold (see Example 2). 
However, by Corollary 2, every ^-finite strongly connected characteristically free 
quasi-automaton is state-independent. 
Lemma 3. The characteristic semigroup of a state-independent quasi-automaton 
is left cancellative. 
Proof Let the quasi-automaton A=(^4, F,6) be state-independent and HJ— fig 
(h,f, g£ F). Then for an arbitrary state a(£A). 
5 (a,hf) = 6(S(a,.h),f) = S(d(a,h),g) = d(a,hg). 
Since A is state-independent thus f=g, i.e., the characteristic semigroup F of A is 
left cancellative. 
The converse of Lemma 3 does not hold. Indeed, in Example 3 the characteristic. 
semigroup F(X) of the quasi-automaton \=(A, F(X), 6) is left cancellative, but 
A is obviously not state-independent. 
Example 3. A = (\, 2, 3>, X=(x, y) 
s 1 2 3 F X X 2 y y 
x 2 1 2 X X 2 X y2 y 
y 2 3 2 X 2 X X 2 y y 
y X 2 X y2 y 
r X X 2 y y 
A is not a characteristically free quasi-automaton. 
Theorem 5. A characteristically free quasi-automaton is state-independent if 
and only if its characteristic semigroup is left cancellative. 
Proof. The necessity obviously follows _from Lemma 3. For the proof of 
sufficiency, let the characteristic semigroup F of the characteristically free quasi-
automaton A = ( A , F, <5) be left cancellative. Take the elements a(£A) and f g(£ F) 
such that d(a,f)=5(a, g). Let G be a characteristically free generating system of A. 
t h e r e are ¿ (€G) and h(£F) such that 5(b,h)=a, thus, 
< 5 ( M / ) = ¿ ( M g ) . 
Since A is characteristically free thus RJ=Kg. But F i s left cancellative Therefore, 
f = g . This means that A is state-independent. 
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We note that if a characteristically free quasi-automaton is state-independent, 
then each of its minimal generating systems is characteristically free. 
In the following two paragraphs we generalise some results of papers [2] and [4], 
concerning cyclic state-independent and reversible state-independent quasi-automata 
for characteristically free quasi-automata. 
2. Endomorphism semigroup 
Theorem 6. Let a0 be a characteristically free generating element of the charac-
teristically free cyclic quasi-automaton A = (/t, F, S) and d(a0, c) = a0 (e^F). Then 
E{A) = Fe. 
Proof. Define the following mappings <xao,h: A—A 
<.k(8(a0'f)) = ^(fl0,hf) ( f e F ) . (4) 
If 5(a0,f) = d(a0, g) ( f g£ F) then, by (2), f=g, thus, 
$(a0,hf) = 5(5(a0, h),f) = S(5(a0,h), g) = ¿(a0,hg), 
i.e., aa0ih is well-defined. Let a(£A) and f ( £ F ) be arbitrary elements. Then there 
exists a g((zF) such that<5(a0, Therefore, . 
<Xao,h($(aJ)) = g f ) ) = S(a0, h g f ) = 
= S(5(a0, hg),f) = 5(ccaoih(S(a0, g)), f ) = <5 (aO0 , , ,(«),/), 
i.e., a a 0 : h is an endomorphism of A. Let a be arbitrary endomorphism of A. There 
exists an h£F such that 5(a0, h)=a(a„). Then for every a = d(a0, g)fA, 
a (a) = a(8(a0, g)) = <5(oc(a0), g) = 5(8(a0, h), g) = 8{a0, ftg) = 
= * a o , h { 6 ( a o , g)) = '' 
that is, a = a a o ( , . Therefore, every endomorphism of A is of type (4). 
F rom Lemma 2 it follows that e is a left identity element of F. It can easily 
be seen that the mapping 
«a0,h-~he (h£F) r 
is an isomorphism of E(A) onto Fe. 
Corollary 3. The endomorphism semigroup of a characteristically free cyclic 
quasi-automaton is a liomomorphic image of its characteristic semigroup. 
Proof. The mapping f ^ f e ( f £ F ) is an endomorphism of F. 
' In Example 2 xy is a left identity element of F(X). 
. F\X) = / ; ylxJ^y\j, fe, / = 1,2, 3 , . . . ) , ' 
FWixy = <7; y\xi+iy\j, k, l = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) . , 
- k. 
Let G be a characteristically free generating system of the characteristically 
free quasi-automaton A = (A,F,S). Furthermore, n: G —C? andco .yG—F. 
6 Acta Cybernetica III/2 . 
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Theorem 7. The mapping (pnm: A — Л for which 
<P™(S(b,n) = S(n(b), 01(b) f ) (beG;feF) (5) 
is an endomorphism of A. Furthermore, every endomorphism of A is of type (5) and 
1Pnto = U Фь.п (ft) aft, to (ь) > 
ы G 
where (рь,„(ь) is a mapping of type (3) and abt0l(b) is a mapping of type (4). 
Proof Let 5(b,f)=5(c,g) (b, c£G;f, g£F). F rom (2) it follows tha t b=c 
and f=g, that is, n(b)=n(c) and co(b)j =co(b)g. Therefore, cpna is well-defined. 
Let a=5(b, h) be an arbitrary state of A and f£F. Then 
iP««(3(e,/)) = <P™(<HM/)) = S(n(b), co(b)hf) = 
- d(d(n(b),co(b)h),f) = S(q>K0](d(b, h)),f) = 8(фяа(а),/). 
Therefore, (pnaj is an endomorphism of A. Let a be an arbitrary endomorphism of A, 
<x.(b)£Ac-(b, c £ G ) a n d u(b) = d(c,h) (h£F). Since the subsets Ac (c(G) of A f o rm 
a partit ion on A, thus the mapping я : ¿—c is well-defined. Let со: G-*F such tha t 
5(c, co(b))=a(b). Then 
a(d(b,f)) = 5(a(b)J) = 5(5(c,co(b)),f) = 
= S(c, co(b)f) = S(л(Ь), co(b)f) = cp%a{5(b,f)) (biGJiF), 
that is, a = cpnm. This means that a is a mapping of type (5). Furthermore, 
• <P™(<50>/)) = 3(n(b), сo(b)f) = <рь,п{Ь)(ё(Ь, (o(b)f)) = <pb,„m «¿.сдаОНЬ,/)), 
that is, 
Фтмо\Аь = (Pb.Ttib) ab,oi(b)-
Denote the set of mappings <pn: — IJ (Рь,я(ь) by T and the set of mappings 
bZG 
а и : = (J by H. T and H are subsemigroups of E(A) under the usual multipli-
6€G 
cation of mappings. 
Corollary 4. If the quasi-automaton A = (A, F,S) is characteristically free then 
E(A) = TH and T П H = {г}. 
Proof. It is evident that (pnm == f/>„ am and 
(Pn = a® <Рж = «а, = 1, > 
where 1 is the identity element of E(A). 
CoroHary 5. If the A-finite quasi-automaton A = (A, F, <5) is characteristically 
free and F is a monoid then 
0{E(A)) = \A\M 
where G is a characteristically free generating system of A. 
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Proof. By Theorem 1, 0(7")_is equal to the number of the transformations 
of G, that is, 0 ( T ) = |G | | c | . Since Fis a monoid thus, by Theorem 6, E(Ab)^F(b£G). 
By Theorem 2, 0(F) = j ^ . Therefore, by Theorem 7, 0{H) = № r ) . Thus, by 
| o | - v |&| ; 
Corollary 4, 
0(£(A)) = 0(T).0{H) = |G||G| • ( M ) = . 
Theorem 8. Z.e/ the quasi-automaton A = (A, F, S) be characteristically free. Then 
1) <pn£G(A) if and only if it is a permutation of G, where G is a characteristically 
free generating system of A. 
2) aolf G(A) if and only if G' — {b{b, co(b))\b£G) is a characteristically free 
generating system of A. 
Proof. 1) By Theorem 1, (p„\Ab (b£G) is an isomorphism. Thus (pn£G(A) if 
and only if 
(Pn\A„ = <Px\Ac(b>C£G) =>Ab = Ac, 
that is, b = c. This means that n is a permutation of G. 
2) By (3), aaeG(A) if and only if for every b£G, 
^(bjf=Mb)J (f,geF)=>f= g 
and G'—(5(b, co(b))\b£G) is a generating system of A, i.e., G' is a characteristically 
free generating system of A. 
The quasi-automaton A = (A, F, 5) is called reversible if for every pair a(£A), 
f ( e F ) there exists a g(£F) such that §(a,fg)=a. (s. V. M . GLUSKOV [9].) 
We note that if F is left cancellative (i.e., if the characteristically free quasi-
automaton A is state-independent) then every mapping ota is one-to-one. If every 
Ab (b£G) is strongly connected (i.e., A is reversible) then aw is onto. If A is reversible 
and state-independent then H is a subgroup of G(A) (see [3] and [4]). 
If <p„, a m eG( / i ) then 
<<Pm(Kb,f)) = S(n(b), (o(b)f) = a ,№ ) >„(»($(*(&),/)) = 
that is, 
<Pn<Xa = <Pnco = U (x-n(b),oi(b)<Pb,n(b)= U af>, to ( i t" 1 (6)) <Pn "1 (i>), b = <^o> <Px 
b(G biG 
where (J xb i i a („-H b ) ) . 
biG 
We denote the set of mappings (d G(A)) by H'. H' is a subgroup of H. Let 
us denote the set of mappings (p„(^G(A)) by P. P is a subgroup of T. 
Corollary 6. If the quasi-automaton A = (A, F, d) is characteristically free then 
G{A) = PH' = H'P and P D H' = {i}. 
Proof. It is evident that PH', H'PJgG(A). Let a£G(A). Then there exist 
<pn£T and a a£H such that a = aro, by Corollary 4. We show that tpn 6 P and xm€H'. 
Using the proof of Theorem 7, we get that the mapping n: b—c (b, c£G), where 
a ( b ) $ A c , is a transformation of G. Assume that a(Z>1), a(b2)^Ac (b1,b2,c£G). 
6* 
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Then there exist h1,h2€F for which a(bi)=d(c, h^ and a(b.2)—d(c, //,), that is, 
bx~d(a.~^(c),h^) and b2 = d(a~1(c), h2). By Theorem 1, Abl = Abt, that is, b1=b2. 
Thus -7t is one-to-one. Since d(b)£Ac thus cc(Ab)QAc. Thus, for every c (£G) there 
exists a b(£G) such that x(b)£Ac, since a is an automorphism. Therefore, n is 
a permutat ion of G, that is, <p„£G(A). This means that aeo = (p~1ac£G(A). Since 
<Z>*a<o=««<?*> w h e r e <x'm£H, thus a^ = (pnci(0(p-1£G(A). 
Corollary 7. If the quasi-automaton A = (A, F, 5) is characteristically free, then 
P can be embedded homomorphically into the automorphism group of H'. 
Proof It is clear that the mapping 0K: a^, is an automorphism of H' 
((p^P,aa,,ai0^H'). The mapping (p„—0x((pK£P) is well-defined. Take arbi trary 
mappings (pni, q>n, (£P) and aa (£H'). If 
= and (pKlaai = «as(pni (aM l , a 
then 
<Pwz2Xo = (P^Vko.Xc* = (Pn^Vn. = <xai,<pni(p„, = ccat(pnini, 
thus, 
©k^OJ = 0,fy_aii) = aM2 = 0ni*,(ccj, 
t h a t i s , 0ni0n2= 0niZ2-
We note that if the quasi-automaton A is reversible and state-independent 
then H'=H (see I. BABCSANYI [4].) 
Example 4. 
A 1 2 3 4 5 6 • F X y y2 
X 3 3 3 6 6 6 X X X X 
y 2 1 3 5 4 6 y X 7 y 
F- X y y2 
G=( 1; 4) is a characteristically free generating system of A. 
% = (! 4)' = l) ' "» = (4 4)' *« = ( ! l ) ; 
0,1={ lx 3 ' ^ ( i 3 ! 0 , 4 3 « ^ = { l y }3' 
= (y- ^ = {7 3 ' = (£>) ' = ( ? ?)• 
T=(i = cpni, <pK2, cpni), H = (ocji. = 1, 2, ..., 9), 
0(T) = 4, 0(H) = 9, 0(E(A)) = 0(TH) = \A\|G| =-62 = 36, 
TC\H = {i), P = (i = -H'= {xa_,<x.<ai,<xa,i,cte,i = i). 
<Pni «£,5 = <Pn,, (Pn, = ara8 <P* 4 and (p^ 0iraa = ame <pKl, 
that is, G(A)=PH' = H'P, PC\H' = {i}. 
\HT\ = '24. Therefore, E(A) = TH ^ HT. 
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3. Reduced quasi-automata 
In the paper [2] we introduced on the state set A of the quasi-automaton 
A = (A, F, d) the following congruence relation o: c 
aQbo V f [ 5 ( a , f ) = 6(b,f)]. (6) 
/ € F 
The factor quasi-automaton A: = A/Q is said to be the reduced quasi-automaton 
belonging to A. The quasi-automaton A = {A, F, 5) is called reduced if for arbitrary 
a, b (£A): 
aob => a = b. 
We note that if e is a left identity element of F then 
agb(a,b£A) <=> S(a,e) = d(b,e). 
If the characteristic semigroup F o f a well-generated quasi-automaton A is a monoid, 
then A is reduced. The proof is obvious; we only note that A is well-generated if . 
and only if 
V a[5(a, e) = a], 
a£A 
where e is a right identity element of F(see I._BABCSANYI [4]). _ 
_Denote the characteristic semigroup of A = ( A , F, 3) by F. Let / be the element 
of F represented b y / ( £ / " ) . Furthermore a is the element of A represented by a(£A). 
y 
Lemma 4. If the quasi-automaton A = (A, F, 3) is characteristically free then 
the quasi-automaton A = (A, F, 3) is characteristically free as well. 
Proof. Let G be a characteristically free generating system of A. It is clear that 
the set G={a0\a0^G) is a generating system of A. Let 
5(a„ . / ) = 5(50 , g) (a0, b0£G; f , g£F), 
that is, 
V h[d(a0,fh) = d(b0,gh)]. h£F 
Since G is characteristically free thus 
v a0 = b0 and V h[jri=gh], 
h£F 
thus, a0 = B0 a n d / = £ / . This means that G is characteristically free. 
Theorem 9. If the quasi-automaton A = (A,F,d) is characteristically free then 
E(A) = E(A). 
Proof. Let G be a characteristically free generating system of A._It is evident 
that all mappings cpnB of type (5) are endomorphisms of A (n: G—G; ¿5: G — F). 
i 
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Take the mapping ¥: E(A) -~E{A) for which 
ViSPnJ = <Pm <=> V a0[n(a0) = n(a0) and a>(a0) = co(a0)]. 
a0(G 
Since the mapping a 0 — a 0 ( a 0 £ G ) is one-to-one, thus the n and co are well-defined. 
<Pn<* = ) =» V a0[ V /[<5(rc(a0), co(a0)f) = 5(n'(a0), e / ( a 0 ) / ) ] ] -
A0£G / € F 
=> V a0[5(7r(a0), eo(a0)) = S(n'(a0), to'(a0))] => 
A0£G 
= > V a 0 [ 5 ( 7 t ( a 0 ) , ro(a0))] = 5 ( 7 t ' ( a 0 ) , « ' ( a 0 ) ) ] fe = < j V e r -
Conversely, 
<Pm = < / W => V a 0 [ V / [¿ (S (a 0 ) , oj(d0)f) = ¿(S'(a0), ra'(a0)/)]] => 
=• V 5 , [ V f[5(M^),w(a0)f) = 5{7{^),m\a,)f)-\l S0E G fiF 
Since 7i(a0), n'(a0)£G and G is a characteristically free generating system of A thus 
V a0[7t(a0) = n'(a0)], 
O0£G 
that is, 
; V a 0 [ V f[5(N(A0),f) = S(TI'(a,),/)]]. 
a0€G f£F 
But 7i (aa), n'(aa)£G and G is a characteristically free generating system of A. Thus 
V a0[Ti(a0) = 7i'(a0)l a0£G 
that is, n = n'. F r o m this, using m(a0) = m(ali) and aj'(a0)=o/(a0), we get tha t (pnm = 
=(jon ,a , . This means tha t W is one-to-one. It is clear tha t is onto. 
Let <pniB>l, (pn2a2<=E(A) and 5(a0,f) (a0f_G,f^ F) an arbi t rary state of A. If 
N:=N1N2 and a > ( A 0 ) : = oj1(N2(A0))OJ2(A0) then 
<Pm ai <P«, ojt(a0,f)) = <p,L C,M ((5 (TT2 (a0), co2 («„)/)) = 
= 5(71^(00), co1(Tt2(a0))w2(a0)f) = cpnm(S(a0, / ) ) , 
that is, y a i a , 1 y„ 8 m g = y„c,. But Si (a0) = (n2 (a0)) = 7r1 n2 (a0) = n(a0) and w^n^a,,)) • 
• co2(a0)=co1(7i2(a0))co2(a0)=(o1(7i2(a0))co2(a0). Therefore, 
^ <P^aJS(a0,f)) = <pgiSl(d(n2(a0), oj,(a0)f)) = 
= SfaHziao), « i ( i 2 (ao ) )«2 (ao) / ) = <Paa}(^("o,/)), 
that is, <pSi<3l9n1<52 = cPm- Thus f is an isomorphism of E{A) onto E(A). 
We note tha t if n ^ n ' then 'Pum^'Pro-- Fur thermore , 
= <2W <=»• V fl0[®(«o) = o}'(a0)]. o0£G 
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Corollary 8. If the quasi-automaton A = (A, F, <5) is characteristically free, then 
the characteristic semigroup F of A can be embedded isomorphically into the endo-
morphism semigroup F(A) of A. 
Proof Let G be a characteristically free generating system of A and n the 
identity mapping on G. Denote the mapping <pna by <ph if 
V a 0 [ « ( « o ) = h i 
fl„€G 
It can clearly be seen that the mapping cph (h£F) is one-to-one. Let h, k,f£F 
and a0fG. Then 
<Ph<Pk(&(floJ)) = <Ph($(ao> ¥ ) ) = <5(«o, h k f ) = cphk(S(a0,f)), 
that is, <ph<Pk = (Phk- Thus the mapping h — <ph (h6 F) is an isomorphism of F into 
E(A). 
We note that the characteristic semigroup F of the characteristically free quasi-
automaton A = (A, F, d) can be embedded homomorphically into E(A). If O(F) = 1 
then every element of F i s its left identity element. In this case H = {i}. 
Corollary 9. If the cyclic quasi-automaton A = (A, F, 5) is characteristically 
•free then E(A) = F. 
Proof By Theorem 6, E(A) = Fe. Since e is a left jdenti ty element of F, thus 
the mapping je-<~Ji f€ F) is an isomorphism of Fe onto F. 
Corollary 10. The characteristically free quasi-automaton A = (A, F, 5) is 
reduced if and only if its characteristic semigroup is a monoid. 
Proof By Lemma 2, there exists a left identity element e of F, that is, 
V a [ V f [ 5 ( a , f ) = 5(a, e f ) = 5{5(a, e),f)]]. 
aiA f i F 
If A is reduced then 
V a [a = S(a, e)], 
a£A 
i.e. e is the identity element of F. It is evident that if F is a monoid then A reduced. 
The next result follows f rom Theorem 6 and Corollary 10. 
Corollary 11. The characteristically free cyclic quasi-automaton A is reduced 
if and only if F = E(A). 
Lemma 5. Let the quasi-automaton A = (A, F, S) be characteristically free and 
L the set of left identity elements of F. Then 
V a0[a0 = (5(a0,e)\eeL)], 
a0<ZG 
and for arbitrary pair a0, b0(£G), [a„| = |50[, where G is a characteristically free 
generating system of A. 
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Proof. Let a0 = E (a0£G, b£A). Then there exist h£F and b0£G for which 
5(b0, h) — b, thus, 
V Wcio,f) = W , f ) = S(b0,hf)], 
fir 
tha t is, a0=b0 and V f[f=hf.1- Therefore, fi^L. I t is evident that if e(LL then f i F 
5(a0, e)£a0. If <5(a„, e1)=5(a0, e2) (a0£G; elt e2£L) then e1 = e2, thus the mapping 
(5(o0; <?)—e (e£L) is one-to-one; therefore, \a0\ = O(L) (a0£G). 
We note that for every state a(£A): 
a 2 {5(a, e)|egL) 
and a Q A a o , where a 0 £G and a = <5(a0, h) ( / i£F). 
Corollary 12. (I. BABCSANYI [4 ] . ) If the quasi-automaton A = (A, F, S) is 
reversible and state-independent then a~(6(a, e)\e^L) (adA) and for every pair 
a, b(£A), |a| = |5|. 
Corollary 1 3 . ( I . BABCSANYI [4] . ) If the reversible state-independent quasi-
automaton A = (A, F, 5) is A-finite and there exists an a (£A) such that \Aa\ is a prime 
number, then the characteristic semigroup F of A is a group or every element of F is 
its left identity element. 
Proof. By Corollary 12, |a | is a divisor of \Aa\ (a£A). If \Aa\ is a pr ime number 
then ¡«| = 1 or |a | = |/40[. If |a | = l then, also by Corollary 12, |5| = 1 for every b(£A). 
This implies that F is a group. If |a| = \Aa\ then for every state b(£Aa), 
V f l S ( a , f ) = d(b,f)]. 
f i F 
Since for every h(£F), S(a,h)£Aa thus 
M f [ S ( a , f ) = 3(a,hf)], f i F 
tha t is, 
V / [ / = £ / ] • . 
f i F 
Therefore, h is a left identity element of F. 
Let the characteristically free quasi-automaton A = (A,F,8) be cyclic and 
a0 a characteristically free generating element of A. d(a0,h) (h£F) is a charac-
teristically free generating element of A if and only if the mapping cLcah (see (3)) 
is an automorphism of A. This means that the cardinal number of the set of charac-
teristically free generating elements equals 0(G(A)). 
In Example 2 ( 7 j ) = ((/, 1)); _ ( U j = ( ( / , 2); (/,4)>; (/, 2 / + ] ) = < ( / , 2 j + 1 ) ; 
(/, 2./+4)) ( / , y = l , 2 , 3 , . . . ) . F=(xk; xy; ylxk\k, 1=1, 2, 3, . . .). E(A)^F and 
G(A)={i}. 
Theorem 10. If the characteristically free quasi-automaton A=(A, F, 5) is 
cyclic then the quasi-automaton E(A) = (£(/4), F, d') is well-defined, where 
S'(*.t.H,fy=*a9M ( f t ? ) 
and E ( A ) s A . 
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*a0,h = V f[S(a0,hf) = 5(a0,kf)], 




¿' (« O 0 , ( .» /g) = a « o . h f g = &'Q*a0,hf, S) = S'(d'(aa0th,f), g) 
(/?, k,f,g£F\ a0 is a characteristically free generating element of A.), that is, E(A) 
is well-defined. The mapping W : E(A)—A for which 
*a0,h — aa0,k =>• V f [ a a 0 , h f — ' a a 0 , k f \ -
f i F 
is one-to-one and onto. Finally, we shall show that T is a homomorphism. Take 
arbitrary elements <xa0yh£E(A) a n d / 6 F : Then 
»W«..*,/)) = if («.,.*/) = ¿(a0,hf) =\ 
•=8(6(a0,K),f)=5(5(a0,h),f) = 5(V(aattJ,f). 
Theorem 11. If the characteristically free quasi-automaton A = (A, F,d) is 
cyclic, then E{E{A)) is the semigroup of left translations of E(A) and E{E(A)) Sf E(A). 
Proof. Note that E(E(A)) denote the endomorphism semigroup of E(A). 
Let aao h, aaoik(£E(A)) be arbitrary endomorphisms and ' ¡ i £ E ( E ( A ) ) . Then 
(<*<.„• A "a».*) - V(a"0,hk) = / ' ( < : ' ' k ) ) = (/*(«„„,»), = 
' = (<*<*,, 9> k) = y-aa,,jk = *«„,9 = j"(a«o.h)a«o,fc' 
where h, k, g£F and («„„,&) = «„„,.,. This means that pi is a left translation of E(A). 
Conversely, if pi is a left translation of E(A), then 
/¿(¿'(«oo.A»/)) = V&ao.hf) = H(<Xa0,h<Xa0,f) = = 
= aa0,g*aa,f = ««„,»/ = = U1 (««.„, *)>/)> 
w h e r e / £ F a n d fi(r-tncith) = <y.arii!J, i.e. pi is an endomorphism of E(A). It is well-known 
that every monoid is isomorphic to the semigroup of its left translations. 
We note that if the quasi-automaton A = ( A , F,S) is cyclic and characteristically 
free, a0 is a characteristically free generating element of A, 8(a0, e) = a0(e£F) and 
Ae: = (5(a0,fe)lf€F), then the quasi-automaton Ae=(Ae, Fe, de) is well-defined. 
Ae is a reduced sub-quasi-automaton of A and FeA' = F. 
Theorem 12. If the endomorphism semigroup E{A) of the characteristically 
free cyclic quasi-automaton A =JA, F, 8) is isomorphic to the direct product of semi-
groups Ei ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ,«) then A is isomorphic to the A-direct product of reduced 
characteristically free cyclic quasi-automata Ai=(Ai, F, <5;) and E{A^Et. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this theorem for n = 2. Let E(A)^E1<g>£2. 
We can assume that E{A) = E1^E2. ByTheorem 10,E(A)s=A. Le ta a 0 i f t : = (a1)h ,a2) f t) 
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(ai:h£Eh / = 1 , 2). Since 
(«1 ,hf><*2,hf) = *a0,hf = af lo, / iao0 > / = ( a l ,»> a 2 , / i ) ( a l , / > a 2 , / ) = ( « l . A « ! , / , « , ^ « , ^ ) 
thus This means that the mappings ¿¡: f j X F ^ f , - given by 
¿¡(a,-,/,,/) = a,-.»/ 
are well-defined. Furthermore, the quasi-automata Ej=(£,-, F, 5,-) are also well-
defined. 
¿'((«I,»» « a , » ) » / ) = <5'(aao.ft>/) = a « o , v = 
= ( a i ,h /> a 2 , h/) = ( < 5 i ( a i , * , / ) , ¿2 («2, /» / ) )> 
that is, E(A)=E1<g»E2. Thus A s E ^ E j . It is evident that aO0>e is a charac-
teristically free generating element of E(A), where a0 is a characteristically free 
generating element of A and 5(a0, e)=a0 (e£ F). Prove that ai e ( / = 1, 2) is a charac-
teristically free generating element of E ; . Let 
<*i,f = <5,(a;,e,7) = <5,(«;,<>, g) = ai,g ( f , g £ £ ) . 
Then for every /z£F, 
<5;(a;,/ , , /) = a,-,»/ = « i , / . « ; , / = «¡ .a«; ,» = = g), 
that i s ] E t = g E i . Therefore, the quasi-automata E ; are cyclic and characteristically free. 
From Theorem 6 it follows that Ph: aitf— a; hf ( / G F ) is an endomorphism of E,-, 
and for arbitrary endomorphism p of E ; there exists an /z£Fsuch that P=Ph. 
Ph = Pk(K fc€F) V f[<xilhf = ahlf] <=> atM = aiM. 
/ € f 
But 0Lith = a.i he and aitk=oiiike. Therefore, the mapping Ph—a.Uh (h£F) is a one-to-one 
mapping of £ (£ , ) onto £ ; . Since PfPq=Pfg i f , F), thus the mapping Ph-~alih 
(h£F) is an isomorphism. Let a ; > f t =a, i t , that is, 
/6 F 
Thus «¡, h = 0 i i , h e = f e e = « ¡ , t • Therefore, the quasi-automata E ; are reduced. 
Corollary 14. The reduced characteristically free cyclic quasi-automaton A is 
isomorphic to the A-direct product of reduced characteristically free cyclic quasi-
automata A; ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . , « ) if E(A)^E(A^®E(A^®...®E(An). 
Example 5. 
AI 1 2 A2 3 4 A ^ A A (1,3) (1,4) (2,3) (2,4) 
X 1 2 X 4 -3 X (1,4) (1,3) (2,4) (2,3) 
y 2 2 y 4 3 y (2,4) (2,3) (2,4) (2,3) 
1 is characteristically free generating element of Ax . 3 and 4 are characteristically 
free generating element of A2. A t and A2 are reduced. £(A1) = (a1, ft), where 
a i = ( l 2) a " d 2) = <«2.^2), where <x2 = ^ and = 3). 
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4. Homomorphism 
Let A = ( A , F, 5) be a quasi-automaton and / ((f F) an arbitrary symbol. Define 
the semigroup Fl to be FU {/}, multiplication in F is unchanged and / acts as an 
identity for FU {/}. Furthermore, let cp be a mapping of A into itself and 
A X F r - * A such that 
( S ( a , f ) if f e F 
6 ^ = U a ) if / = / ^ 
Lemma 6 . (I. BABCSANYI [4].) The quasi-automaton' Atp: = (A, F1, 8V) is well-
defined if and only if (p is an idempotent endomorphism of the quasi-automaton 
A = (A, F, 5) and the restriction of cp to the kernel of A is the identity mapping. In this 
case A is sub-quasi-automaton of A(p. 
Proof. Necessity." Assume that the quasi-automaton A,, is well-defined. Let 
a{£A) be an arbitrary state. Then 
<p(a) = 8v{a, I ) = 3v(a, P) = <5,,(<5„(a, I), / ) = cp2(a), 
that is, cp2 = cp. Furthermore, if f£F then 
d9(a, I f ) = 5j(a,fl) = d ^ a j ) = 5(a,f), 
Sy(5<p(a,f),l) = 8<p(d(a,f),l) = <p{d(a,f)), 
S9(Sv(a, I ) , f ) = 3v(cp(a),f) = %(«),/), 
Since A v is well-defined, thus 
8(a,f) = cp{8{a,f)) = 8(<p(a),f). 
This means that <p is an idempotent endomorphism of A and cp\A^i (At is the 
state set of the kernel of A (see (1))). The proof of sufficiency is similar. Since F is 
a subsemigroup of F1 and <5 coincides with the restriction of d,P to AX F, thus A is 
sub-quasi-automaton of Av. 
Theorem 13. (I. BABCSANYI [4].) Every homomorphism of the quasi-automaton 
Aip = (A, F', drp) is a homomorphism of the quasi-automaton A = (A, F, 8). Conversely, 
if f is a homomorphism of A onto the quasi-automaton B = (fi, F, 8'), then ¥ is a homo-
morphism of Ay onto B(/). if and only if Wcp = (p'iF. 
Proof Since A is the state set of A and Av, furthermore, A is a sub-quasi-
automaton of Ay, thus every homomorphism of A,p is a homomorphism if A. 
Conversely, let W be a homomorphism of A onto B. cp and cp' are mappings of 
type (7). It is clear that W is a homomorphism of A v onto B^,., if and only if 
V a[¥cp(a) = V(d9(a, /)) = ¿'^(a), /) = q>"F(a)], 
aiA 
that is, xFcp = (p'<F. 
We note that if cp is the identity mapping of A, then the homomorphisms of 
A and A,, coincide. In this case denote A9 by A ¡ = ( A , F1, Sj). 
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Theorem 14. Let A = (A,F,8) be an arbitrary quasi-automaton. There exists 
a characteristically free quasi-automaton В= {B,F,8') such that is the homo-
morphic image of Band the characteristic semigroups of A ¡"and В are equal. 
Proof. Take the quasi-automaton A 2 = ( A , F1, 8j). Let G be a generating 
system of Aj. Define the following relation т on GXF1: 
(b,f)?(c,g)<*b = c and jAi = gA'(b, c£G; f , g£F]). 
It is clear that т is an equivalence relation. Let Cz be the partition on GxF1 induced 
by т. CZ(A) is the set of the classes Cz(b,f)(b£G,f£F'). Consider the mapping 
d': Cr(A)XF'~Ct(A) for which. 
8'(Cz(b,f), h) = Cx(b,fh). 
Let g, h £ F1. Then 
S'(CT(b,f), gh) = Cz(b,fgh) = 8'(Cz{b,fg), h) = 5'(5'(Gz(b,f), g), h), ' -
that is, the quasi-automaton CT(A)=(CZ{A), F1, 8') is well-defined. We prove t ha t 
F1 is the characteristic semigroup of С Z (A): 
JA, _ gAj ^ у h[hAifAi ='hAigAi] о 
hiF1 
V h[ V b[Cz(b, h f ) = Cz(b, hg)]] о 
hiF1 6£G 
; ~ V Cz(b,h)[S'(Cz(b,h),f) = d'(Cz(b,h),gy]ofCM) = gCM\ 
CT(B, h)iCT(A) 
The set Gj: = {Cz(b, I)\b£G) is a generating system of CZ(A). Let 
Cz(b,f) = 8'(Cz(b, I ) J ) = 8'{Cz(c, / ) , g)-=Cz(c, g) 
(b ciGifgtF1). Then 6 = c and JA-=gA>. Thus Cz(b, F)=Cz(c, / ) and / Л . м > = 
= gCx(A), i.e., CZ(A) is characteristically free. The mapping 
- ' Y: Cz(b,f) — 8I(b,f)(b£G,f£FI) 
is a homomorphism of СZ(A) onto A¡. 
Example 6. Take again the quasi-automaton A given in the Example 3. 
A, 1 2 3 G = {2) 
/ 1 2 3 F* = (x,¥,y,7M) 
x 2 1 2 
> > 2 3 2 




CZ{2,1) Cz(2,x) C t(2, x2) CT(2, y) 
Cz(2,x) Ct(2,x2) CJ2, x) Cz(2, x'2) 




_(CZ(2,I) Cz(2,x) Cz(2, x2) Cz{2,y) Cz{2, / ) ) 
2 1 2 3 2 J 
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Corollary 15. Let the quasi-automaton A = (A, F, 8) be well-generated and 
FA a monoid. There exists a characteristically free quasi-automaton B = (B, F, 3') 
such that A is a homomorphic image of B and FB=FA. 
By Theorem 14 the proof is evident. (The identity element of FA acts as I.) 
Характеристично свободные квазиавтоматы 
А-подквазиавтомат A1 = (/í1 F, <5t) квазиавтомата А = (A', F, ö) называется ягром ав-
томата А, если A1 = {ő(a, f)\aí A, fíF). А называется верно-порождённым если A =AL. 
Верно-порождённый квазиавтомат А называется характеристично свободным если (2) вы-
полняется. (G есть неприводимая сустема образующих в квазиавтомате A) FA (или F) является 
характеристической подгруппой квазиавтомата A. N 
Квазиавтомат A = {A,F,5) характеристично свободный тогда и только тогда, когда' 
он прямая сумма изоморфных характеристично свободных циклических квазиавтоматов (Тео-
рема 1.). Если циклический квазиавтомат А характеристично свободный, тогда | /4 |=0(F) . 
(Теорема 3.). Если А ещё А-конечный, тогда теорема 3. можно повернуть. (Следствие 1.). 
Характеристично свободный А от состоянии независимый тогда и только тогда, когда его 
характеристическая полугруппа авляется с левым сокращением (Теорема 5.). 
Во втором цункте получаем все ендоморфизмы характеристично свободных'квазиавто-
матов (Теорема 6. и 7.) 
В третем пункте проводим отношение Q (В. ешё [2]) на множестве состояний А квазиавто-
мата A = (A,F, ő). Отношение о конгруепция. А называется ограниченным, если aob (a, bí А=>-
=>а = Ь. Если А характеристично свободный, тогда факторквазиавтомат Л: =А/<? квазиавто-
мата А тоже характеристично свободный (Лемма 4.) и E(A)szE(A) (Теорема 9). (Через 
Е{А) обозначаем полугруппу всех ендоморфизмых А.) 
Если А характеристично свободный циклический квазиавтомат и Е(А)=Е1®Е2<& 
®...®Е„, тогда А й А 1 ® А а ® . . .®А„, где А( (;'=1, 2, ..., п) характеристично свободные цик-
лические ограниченные квазиавтоматы и E(Ai)SzEi (Теорема 12.). 
Если А = (Л, F, 3) верно — порождённый квазиавтомат и Ёл обладает двусторонной 
едишщей, тогда существует такой характеристично свободный квазиавтомат В = (В, F, <5'), 
что А есть гомоморфный образ квазиавтомата В и FA = F° (Следствие 15.). 
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